
 

Primitive Bounty Pucks 
 
These bounty pucks were are historical artifacts of the ruthless bounty system that has been on 
Zsoldos for centuries. Before the days of holograms and the holonet, these pucks were the key 
to identifying a target and claiming the bounty. They often had an identifying mark or a quick 
depiction of the target.  

 
  Aeryn Vorian 
Accused of stealing the prized pet of a local warlord. Vorian           
has a tendency to surround herself with silver and gold          
treasures, leading to her bounty puck resembling the same.         
Her presence on Zsoldos was believed to be quick, but she           
was well protected. A steep price of 5,000,000 credits was          
placed on her head. The bounty remains unclaimed, though         
due to it’s primitive nature, the target is expected to be           
deceased.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 Toro Noslow 

Nicknamed “The Bull”, Toro was convicted of murdering        
a farmer and their entire family. The crime was         
particularly brutal, with the victims being burned alive.        
The bounty was believed to have been collected by a          
Rodian female, but the records don’t list the price.         
Toro’s head was severed from his body and placed on          
a pike that stood at the gravesite of his victims.  



  Corkad Adema 

Corkad fled Zsoldos shortly after the bounty was        
commissioned. Accused of theft, the bounty was set at 800          
credits. Corkad was known to have many tattoos, with a          
very identifiable one being branded onto the bounty puck.         
The bounty went unclaimed, as many felt the price wasn’t          
worth their time.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Sheriff Bushner 
Sheriff Bushner was a corrupt law enforcement officer in         
Yuanming who often found himself scourging around       
the underground tunnels connecting the numerous      
hotels on the continent. He was known to control the          
flow of illegal drugs into the city. He would constrict flow           
leading up to election years in order to claim a victory           
and then open the floodgates afterward to line his own          
pockets. A replica of the Sheriff’s badge was attached to          
the puck in order to identify the target. The bounty was           
placed at 990,000 credits but was left unclaimed as         
many were too frightened of revolt in the city.  
 
 
 
 


